FemaleTalents@KIT
Mentoring program for female students at Bosch

Take the opportunity!
FemaleTalents@KIT

Bosch offers you, as a technically-oriented female KIT student, an exclusive insight into the work environment at a globally leading company.

Be promoted and developed professionally by our experienced mentors taking you on a journey into the Bosch world.

► Recieve insights regarding technological trends (e.g. excursions to Bosch locations)

► Foster your soft skills together with other mentees (e.g. application and presentation trainings)

► Benefit from the experiences of a female mentor

► Prove your potential

Apply easily until 13th January 2019 by following this link: http://smrtr.io/RfZv

In case of questions, pls. contact us via E-Mail at female.talents@de.bosch.com